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See your work in PRINT!
Mail your creations to:
Holmes For The Holidays
1415 Swanwick St.
Chester, IL 62233

The Hound of the Baskervilles

Mark Brody
Age 8
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Hugh Dunnit, our mysterious mouse detective has
listed seven clues to the above question. Using your best
detective skills, and a little luck, read one clue at a time (in
any order) and see how many clues it takes you to solve
the mystery of What Is it?
1) Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the creator of Sherlock
Holmes, thoroughly enjoyed me.
2) Mr friends say I'm a good sport.
3) King James IV of Scotland once called me a silly
game, and signed a law in 1457 prohibiting the
playing of me.
4)

My Scottish origin is uncertain, for the Roman's
popular game "paganica", a cross-country
pastime, may have been an early form of me.

5) The King of Scotland once said of me "I'll not have
our brave boys beating up the pasture with a stick
when they could be out practicing with the trusty
bow - and - arrow."

6) If I have a hole in one, someone will be happy not
sad.

7) I am a game that involves a special ball. My balls
have been made of wood, leather stuffed with
boiled feathers, and South American tree sap.
The answer is on page 13. See how you rate against
the Master!
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Once Sherlock Holmes had retired, he began a study of bee-keeping. The knowledge he
gathered was put into a book titled "Practical Handbook of Bee Culture, with Some
Observations upon the Segregation of the Queen". Segregate means to separate or set apart
from others. Help Mr. Holmes segregate each bee into it's own "hive" by drawing only three
straight lines from edge to edge of this page.
Answer on page 13

a

Use a crayon, pencil or pen to fill in each
shape that contains a dot.
You'll enjoy a
"masterful" creation at the end

Detect The Differences
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Find the 1 O changes we've made between the two pictures,
Slylock's mystery below.
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Sir Hound's coin collection has been stolen.
Notorious safecracker Sammy
Salamander is the prime suspect. Sammy has a habit of hiding his loot. Slylock
Fox told Max Mouse to start a rumor that the coins have been found. Why wou Id
Slylock start a false rumor?
(answers on page 13)

The Adventure Of The Retired
Colou rm an, Sherlock Holmes investigates the
In

death of Mrs. Amberley, the young wife of Josiah
Amberley, a retired manufacturer of painting
materials. The solution to this case is hampered
by the use of fresh paint. Again we find a paint
brush and can creating a puzzle for us at the
bottom of this page. Start at the arrow on the
top of the can and work your way down to the exit
at the bottom of the brush.
If you take longer
than 1 minute to solve this maze, you may want
to "brush up" on your skills!
Answer on page 13

IT'S ELEMENTARY

• Our Answer Page Hugh Dunnit Asks: "What Is It?" (page 7)
If you guessed that our mystery subject is the grand
game of golf, then join the club!. Although
Sherlock Holmes probably didn't have time to play
golf it still only took him one clue (#5). Dr. Watson
needed two clues (#1, & #3) but Inspector Lestrade
needed all seven clues to solve this issues riddle.

"Detect The Difference" (page 1O)
The differences on this page are:
1. The word "Holmes" on the scroll under the picture.
2. Max's tail is gone
7. Monocle on other eye.
3. Speed puffs behind Max
8. H is changed to A.
4. Sir Hound has an extra toe.
9. Eyes in safe.
5. Added a rug.
10. No flame on candle.
6. No fire in fireplace
A Brush With Fate (page 12)
Answer to Slyock Fox puzzle:
Slylock had a hunch the
suspect would check to see if
the rumor was true. The trick
worked. Slylock fallowed
Sammy directly to the missing coins.

eolor Sherhawk
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TAILING TOMMY BEAR
by
Ellen L. Campbell
"Watch that last
step!"
Harold
Mouse
called back to Jeremy
Mouse.
"I, ah, ooph," Jeremy
groaned after he fell
from the bus's step, his
fall cushioned by his
pack. "I do enjoy exploring the city, but I could
do without the bus ride."
Harold helped Jeremy to his feet and said,
"It's all part of a detective's job."
Jeremy hoisted his pack a little higher and
bustled in front of Harold. The two mice parted
the meadow grass and rounded the corner to
Harold's bush.
At the front door they ran into
thick, hairy clawed feet. Together they looked up
into the faces of Toby and Terry Bear.
"There you are at
last," Toby exclaimed.
"Harold, you're our
last hope. We've looked
everywhere.
You just
have to find him!" Terry
cried and continued to
clasp and unclasp her
claws.

Harold ran up Toby's shoulder and asked, "Him,
him who? And why must we find him?"
"My baby, Tommy. Somebody took him." Terry
growled.
Soothingly, Harold continued, "You'd better
tell me the whole story."
Toby told the story
while
Terry
looked
around and snarled, "It
seems that we were
sleeping. When we woke
up we felt woozy.
As
soon as we began to
think clearly we realized
that Tommy wasn't with
As we began to
us.
search in the area we
found lots of footprints
and tire tracks.
We
followed the tracks until
they disappeared on the
road. Then we came to
find you."
"Jeremy, bring the cheese, we may need extra
food supplies for this one." Harold directed.
Soon they were all assembled at the cave.
Harold and Jeremy took molds of the footprints
and tire tracks that hadn't been stepped on by the
bears. Finally they began examining the ground in
everwidening circles.

After two hours,
Harold walked over to
the others and stuck a
train ticket stub in front
of Jeremy's nose.
"Looks like we are
headed for that favorite
bus of yours again,
Jere my.
The
train
station is five blocks
from the last bus stop."
Harold grinned at Jeremy.
"Terry and Toby, we've
got to get to the train
station as quickly as
possible. Can you run us
over to where the bus
passes by?"
"We'll do whatever it takes to help you find
our Tommy. Climb up." Terry said.
Jeremy was dragging his tail by the time they
finally reached the train station.
He sat under
one of the benches while Harold examined the
train schedule. Jeremy took out some cheese and
began nibbling.
That wouldn't happen to be cheddar, would
it?" a small voice asked from behind Jeremy.
Jeremy turned to see
a small gray mouse
peeking from a hole in
the wall. Her nose was
twitching.

"Sure is. Would you like a little? We have to
save most of it.
See, we're detectives on a
mission." Jeremy answered importantly.
"Detectives?" questioned the mouse as she
took a few nibbles.
"Yes, see, over there is my partner, Harold
Mouse. We are investigating a kidnapping, or I
guess you'd say, a cubnapping." Jeremy explained
while making sure that the little mouse saw how
long and silky his whisker's were. "By the way,
what is- your name?"
"Sylvia.
Did you say cubnapping?
You
wouldn't be looking for a bear cub, would you?"
Sylvia asked.
"Why, yes. Do you know something?"
"I saw a bunch of people from the circus get
on a train a few hours ago with a caged cub."
At that moment Harold walked over and
grabbed some cheese from the foil.
"No clues." Harold sighed. "Oh, hello, have we
met?"
Jeremy interrupted,
"Harold, this is Sylvia.
She has seen Tommy."
"I didn't know his
name was Tommy. A few
hours ago some circus
people came by with a
cub." Sylvia explained to
Harold, but she kept her
eyes on Jeremy.

"Do you know where the train was headed?"
Harold questioned.
"No, but I did find one of their advertisements. I took it to add to my home, but I haven't
shredded it yet." Sylvia said and scurried to her
hole. She pulled out a brightly colored flyer and
gave it to Harold.

"In Winston. Jeremy, pack up. According to
the schedule the next train for Winston leaves in
five minutes."
Harold ordered while reading the
flyer. "Thank you ever so much, Sally."
"Yes, thank you Sylvia. Will I be able to see
you when we return? Jeremy asked as he put
away the cheese, while leaving a few more
crumbs for Sylvia.
"I definitely want to hear what happens,"
Sylvia agreed and smiled.

Harold and Jeremy stood poised at the edge of
the platform in front of the train that was
leaving for Winston. The trick was to grab onto
the conductor's pant leg and scramble up to a coat
pocket and then hang on until the conductor
boarded the train. Once on the train they had to
sneak out of the pocket without anyone noticing.
"Now!" Harold
commanded and leapt
with Jeremy right behind
him.
They were in luck.
They had picked the
conductor who began his
rounds in the dining car.
Harold
and
Jeremy
happily scrambled under
on of the tales anticipating a nice meal of
crumbs to nibble on
before
arriving
in
Winston.
T-o-o-t,
t-o-o-t,
t-o-o-t.
"Winston,
everyone off who's getting off at Winston," the
conductor bellowed after the train whistle
quieted.
Harold and Jeremy hitched a ride with
another conductor and arrived safely at the
station platform.
"Look, Mama, look!" a little boy tugged at his
mother's sleeve. "The circus is here. Can we go,
please?"
Jeremy perked up his ears and then

pointed his nose in the same direction that the
boy was pointing. They were in luck, the circus
had set up in the valley just below the hill where
the train station was built.

Harold and Jeremy wasted no time running
Then began slipping under the
down the hill.
various tents to find Tommy Bear.
In the tent
next to where the horses were kept they found
the lions and tigers in cages. At the end of the
row was a small cage, but no Tommy.
"Excuse me, but have you seen a small cub?"
Harold asked one of the lions.
"Come a little closer, and I'll be glad to tell
you," snarled the hungry lion.

"Thank you, but I think I'll stay right here."
The lions and tigers were no help, so the two
detectives went to the horse tent.
"Have any of you seen a small bear?" Harold
asked from a fence post he had climbed up.
"Do you mean Tommy?" a tan stallion asked.
"Yes, where is he?" Harold interrogated.
"I'm not sure where his is now, but he'll be on
my back for the next show," the stallion
explained.
"On your back? That gives me an idea."
Harold began chewing on his tail.
Jeremy explained about Tommy's kidnapping
to all of the horses while Harold planned the
details of the rescue. The horses were eager to
help.
Harold and Jeremy sneaked into the largest
tent as the crowds entered. They slipped out of
sight close to the third ring where the stallion
did his performance. When they were sure no one
was looking they climbed up the tent flaps and
positioned themselves on ropes on opposite sides.
They began to gnaw.
They watched the clowns and the acrobats
while they waited. The horses entered. The lions
and tigers began to perform in the second ring.
Tommy was on the stallion's back dressed in a
ruff. Jeremy saw the fear in the cub's eyes as he
clung to the straps that held him onto the horse.
Once, twice, three times the horses galloped
around the rings.
As they began their fourth

round the stallion broke from the group and
headed for the main entrance. Harold and Jeremy
let go of the ropes that they had nibbled through
and the flaps of the tent closed just as . the
stallion galloped through.
Harold and Jeremy
grabbed onto the horse's tail. They were free.

Horse trainers and circus rowdies rushed out
of the tent behind them.
One had grabbed a
bicycle and was nearly astride the runaway horse.
The strongman burst from his trailer and grabbed
for the reins.
His fingertips brushed them, but
they couldn't get a good grip. He stumbled to the
ground. Wildly the stallion zigged and zagged.
Just as the stallion outdistanced all of the
The hungry lion had
people they hear a roar.
escaped and was in pursuit. The hose thundered
up the hill towards the train station.
Jeremy
could hear the .warning whistle of an approaching
train.
He swung his head back and forth from the

approaching train to the ever closer jaws of the
lion.
"Harold, he's not going to cross the tracks, is
he?" Jeremy shouted.
There was no time for an answer. They could
only hang on and pray.
The express train wasn't stopping at Winston
so it was at full steam. The stallion screamed
and surged forward, sailing over the tracks just
in front of the cowcatcher. Before the mice could
catch their breath they found themselves in
midair again as the hose leaped into an open
boxcar on the train beginning to move on the
opposite set of tracks. The door on the other side
slammed shut and they crashed into the side of
the car and fell into a heap as they heard the
frustrated roar of the lion over the rumble of the
trains.
They untangled legs and tails. The dazed cub
sat licking his paws and then began to cry.
Jeremy quickly ran up his shoulder.
"Tommy, settle down. Your mother and father
sent us to find you. We're going to take you
home." Jeremy soothed the frightened bear.
"What is your name?" Harold asked the horse.
"Golden Sun," he replied.
"That was fine riding, Golden Sun," Harold

commended.
"Thank you," Golden responded. "All those
fancy circus tricks finally paid off for something
useful."
They sat quietly. Jeremy would sing songs or

tell stories when Tommy started to whimper and
remind him that he would soon see his mother.
Harold kept a watch out of the window for signs
of home. At last he spotted a familiar grove of
oak trees with owls in the branches and he knew
that the time had come.
"Everyone back on Golden Sun here," he
directed. "Now Golden, I'll tell you when we are
going past the meadow and you judge the best
time to jump."
All muscles tensed as they watched the
ground and tracks rush past. At Harold's signal
Golden began to look for the best place to land,
gathered his strength and leapt.
They made a smooth landing and Golden set
out at a trot for the bear's cave.
Terry was pacing and snarling at the
entrance. She stood on her hind legs when she
saw the horse approach.
"Tommy!" she gave one cry and grabbed her
cub in her tightest hug.
Toby ran out of the cave entrance and joined
the hug. After a few minutes he walked over to
the waiting three.
"Thank you ever so much," Toby said and
attempted to shake paws with the mice.
Golden sw~shed his tail, in a hurry to leave
the sentimental family alone and to have a chance
to roll and eat some meadow grass.

As Harold end Jeremy head.a for their homes
Harold asked, ''lOQ.king forward te $Ome ~weter
days, eh?"

"Well, actually, I was thinking we might go in
for a bus ride and look for some more cheese."
Jeremy replied.
"You really do like cheese!" Harold laughed.
"I do, but it will have to be cheddar. Oh, and,
we'll be needing to stop at the train station to let
Sylvia know that we found Tommy." Jeremy

decided.

Illustrated by Glenn Campbell

SLYLOCKFOX
Granny Squirrel s_ays Shady
Shrew drove his truck
thffil91 a puddle and~
erately splashed her during

~erday's rainstonn. Shac:JY
msists he's innocent and
daims he hasn't driven since
he went sunbathing two days

~.ButwhenShadystarted ~([flJa
his truck Slylock ~ox knew . . ,,, ·.•
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"The Shrew" was lyrng What
did Slylock observe?
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SLVLOCKFOX
Slylock Fox suspects
Shady Shrew has been

diving for sunken archaeological treasures without a

permit Shady insists he's

only here to catch lobsters.
"Look at these red bBauties I've caught so far."
shouted Shady. Slylock .
doesn't believe the lobster
tale "the Shrew" is dishing
out. Why not?
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